
Have you been  interested in what this sewing 
stuff is all about but don’t know where to start? 

Did you buy, receive as a gift, or inherit a sewing 
machine, and want to get started sewing, but 
aren't even sure how to thread it? 

Sewing Machine 101
The basics of how to use your 
sewing machine
taught by Peggy Johnson

I will familiarize you with the basic parts of  a sewing machine , how to  to thread it and wind 
a bobbin, along with other functions of your machine. 

>Bring your sewing machine with bobbins that fit your machine and sewing machine needles. If 
you don’t have these  a sales associate at Pacific Fabrics can help you choose and purchase them 
ahead of class or I will be happy to do so as well when we meet for   class. OR  you many use one 
of our friendly classroom machines at Pacific Fabrics if you don’t have a machine of your own  or 
can’t transport yours for some reason. I would be happy to give you a few tips on choosing a 
machine of your own for your particular needs if you’re thinking of getting one (please note: I am 
not  in the sewing machine sales business, I just know some things about what features are great 
basics.) 

Help! What do I do with this thing?!

> If you have them, bring the manual (instruction 
book)  for your machine  and those extra parts 
(see the photo to the right, for example)  if you 
have them as well. You may have only the 
machine and have no idea what the other stuff is
—- that’s okay. We can still make a lot of 
progress familiarizing you with your machine and 
others, because believe it or not, they’re more 
alike than different! Bring as many of these items 
as you can so I can help you to identify them and 
perhaps  even try them out—fearlessly!


